Choose three or
four of the items
in this grid and
use these
in a new
unbelievable
adventure.
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Close your eyes
and pick them at
random with
your finger,
or choose items
from different
coloured
sections... or
choose them
from the same
colour!

a raspberry

a fire engine
with a flat tyre

piles of dirty
dishes

a lady with a
walking stick

a chicken that
laid 100 eggs

a picnic
blanket

a chef who
burnt the meal

a missed
appointment

an animal that
escaped from
the zoo

a doctor with
a missing
patient

a delicious
meal

a sheep in the
wrong place

a duck that
can’t fly

a nurse with
a headache

a parrot that
repeats what
you say

a bank that
has run out of
money

a mad
inventor

a camera that
won’t stop
taking photos

a rollercoaster

a disgusting
sandwich

a babysitter
who lost the
baby

a rotten apple

a newspaper
reporter

a letter sent to
the wrong
place

a builder with
a broken
hammer

an airline pilot

a day at the
park

a record from
the 1960s

an
uncomfortable
sofa

a missing
PE kit

a pack of
crayons

an enormous
pile of
chocolate

a bicycle with
a puncture

a t-shirt with
a hole in it

a motorcycle
with one
wheel

a broken
see-saw

an exploding
can of fizzy
drink

a dog who
has lost its
bone

a policeman
who has lost
his hat

a board game
with missing
pieces

a broken
window

a teacher who
won’t listen

a lady
dressed as a
witch

a donkey in
the bathroom

a crocodile

a shopping list

a missing
passport

a computer
that goes
wrong

a baby that
laughs a lot

a church at
the end of the
street

a shop
assistant with
a broken leg

a difficult
crossword
puzzle

a film crew in
the wrong
place

some fish
and chips

a man
dressed as a
pirate

a book with
5,000 pages

a pencil with a
mind of its
own

a lost wallet

a missing
TV remote
control

a library
without any
books

a singing
mouse

a waiter who
forgets
everything

a hungry cat

a tennis
racket

an abandoned
boat

a trip to the
seaside

a sweet shop

a very
rainy day

a broken
doorbell

a phone that
won’t stop
ringing

a rabbit in
the classroom

a grumpy
headteacher

